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Abstract

This paper presents a hybrid traffic simulation-based model to address the network traffic route choice issue under

conditions of lane-blocking incidents on surface streets. The proposed approach includes four sequential mechanisms: (1)

link flow loading, (2) link traffic moving, (3) link cost calculation, and (4) searching the shortest path. To deal with the

traffic flows moving on lane-blocking links, specific incident-induced link traffic flow models, which are extended from the

Lighthill–Whitham (L–W for short) model, are formulated. A simulation-based approach is then proposed to determine

the instantaneous shortest path associated with each vehicle approaching to each given intersection on the network. In

addition, numerical examples associated with diverse incident scenarios are investigated. The numerical results

demonstrate the competitiveness of the proposed simulation-based method by reducing the network-wide path travel

time by 11.4% and the incident impact on link traffic flows by 66.7% in comparison with the Paramics traffic simulator. It

is expected that this study can provide linkage between the fields of incident management and dynamic traffic assignment

that will allow the development of such related technologies as real-time incident-responsive route guidance and incident

management systems.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Incident-responsive in-vehicle route guidance (RG) remains challenging in the field of dynamic traffic
assignment (DTA), for the following three major reasons. First, in previous research, incident-induced intra-
lane and inter-lane traffic maneuvers have been proved to be significantly different from incident-free lane
traffic behavior [1–4]. Thus, they have an unusual impact on the link capacity, which is commonly regarded as
one of important factors in determining the link cost of DTA. For instance, there is an argument that once a
lane is blocked in a 3-lane link, the link capacity can be reduced by more than one-third, and the reduction
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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may differ with the spatial and temporal attributes of incidents such as incident location and duration,
respectively. Second, the first-in-first-out (FIFO) presumption which is postulated in numerous published
DTA algorithms may no longer hold true under lane-blocking incident conditions due to the phenomenon of
incident-induced mandatory lane changes occurring upstream from the incident site. One striking example is
that any further upstream new arrivals of vehicles present in the blocked lane may conduct lane-changing
maneuvers earlier than the vehicles queuing ahead to pass smoothly by the incident site. Consequently, the
FIFO prerequisite is violated in this case. Third, the effects of the incident on drivers’ decisions in terms of
route choice remain ambiguous. Given that one lane is blocked on a given multi-lane link in the shortest path,
it is not surprising that some drivers may still follow the shortest path to complete their trips, but some
aggressive drivers may change routes even if the original path with the incident is shorter than others. Similar
arguments and further elaborate discussion can also be found in Ref. [5].

Although remarkable advances can be found in previous literature to improve the validity of DTA in
various ITS-induced traffic environments, the effectiveness of the existing DTA algorithms in terms of their
potential for redistributing network flows under lane-blocking incident conditions remains problematic. In
general, the published DTA approaches can be classified into four groups including: (1) mathematical
programming, (2) optimal control, (3) variation inequality (VI), and (4) simulation. Below we illustrate some
typical algorithms to indicate the limitations of the existing DTA algorithms for incident cases.

The mathematical programming-based DTA approach originated from the Merchant–Nemhauser (M–N)
model [6,7]. It was then reformulated by Carey [8] as a convex nonlinear model which incorporates the
variable of the actual link exit flow. Subsequently, much improvement can be found in Refs. [9,10], both of
which formulate the dynamic user equilibrium (UE) problem as a link-based bi-level program. Even so, the
validity of the static outbound link-flow function as the link-flow service rate set in these published models is
problematic under conditions of lane-blocking incidents.

The idea of utilizing optimal control theories in dealing with DTA problems was initiated in Ref. [11], and
extensively investigated in Ref. [12], both of which contributed to the goal of coordinating the ITS-related
technologies of real-time traffic control and dynamic RG systems, as did in some literature [13,14]. One
distinctive characteristic exhibited in numerous existing optimal control-based DTA approaches [12,15–19] is
that either or both the link inflow and the link outflow are regarded as time-varying control variables to serve
the goal of minimizing the total link cost. Nevertheless, the difficulty in specifying the vague relationship
between the time-varying control and state variables under lane-blocking incident conditions together with the
burdensome computational requirements in searching for the optimal solution are significant issues remaining
in the existing optimal control-based DTA models.

Both Friesz et al. [20] and Smith [21] can be regarded as two pioneer studies with respect to the VI-based
DTA approach, which has been proved to be useful particularly for formulating the complex simultaneous
route and departure time choice problem. Since then, there have been many attempts to improve the VI-based
DTA approach in efficiently obtaining an approximate solution via various computational algorithms, e.g.,
heuristic algorithms [22–25]. Nevertheless, such incident-induced lane traffic phenomena as mandatory lane
changing and queuing can make the link flow dynamics more complex than expected in these existing VI-based
models, and thus lead to biased solutions. Similar issues are also found in Ref. [26], in which the spatial queue
dynamics in the presence of an incident cannot be characterized.

As for the simulation-based DTA approach, recent years have seen an increasing interest in incorporating
ATMS/ATIS technologies with such models as CONTRAM [27,28], INTEGRATION [29], DYNASMART
[30–33], and DYNAMIT, all which are well-known traffic-assignment simulators, to systematically assess the
performance of traffic networks. Furthermore, several evaluations of alternative control-assignment
simulation models have been recently reported in Refs. [34–36] to investigate issues relevant to the
equilibrium of network flows under diverse signal control strategies. Other simulation approaches to
addressing specific DTA-related issues can also be found in the literature [37–40].

Despite the advantage of the simulation-based DTA approach in terms of characterizing traffic control
effects on link flow dynamics in comparison with the other DTA approaches, the feasibility of link traffic flow
models embedded in the existing simulation-based DTA approaches warrant further investigations. For
instance, the routing logic of INTEGRATION does not directly respond to the occurrence of an incident.
Instead, it responds indirectly to the incident delay. It is also worth noting that the incident severity referring
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to the reduction of link capacity should also be predetermined in INTEGRATION; however such an incident-
impact index in reality is time-varying, and hard to be preset because it changes with traffic flow conditions. In
this aspect, it seems more agreeable that once an incident occurs, an advanced DTA method should be capable
of responding to incident impacts as soon as possible rather than relies on the severity of the unexpected
incident-induced delays, as did by INTEGRATION. DYNASMART is regarded advanced in many aspects of
network-wide DTA, particularly in the aspect of integrating both traffic control and traveler information
models with the embedded DTA algorithm in an attempt to solve network-wide traffic assignment problems
through integrated ATMIS technologies. However, there are limited test results to show the capability of
DYNASMART in dealing with diverse incident impacts on link traffic flows, which must rely to a certain
extent on feasibility of the embedded macroscopic traffic flow models under various lane-blocking incident
conditions. For instance, shock wave theories may not be suitable for uses under conditions of lane-blocking
incidents on surface streets, particularly in cases of short blocks, different lanes existing in the mainline link
segment and the following approach, and disturbance resulting from signal control. Any other macroscopic
traffic flow models embedding continuous flow functions may also face similar problems for surface street
incident cases. Accordingly, the link travel times estimated by DYNASMART in the presence of surface street
lane-blocking incidents may be problematical for further use in incident-responsive traffic assignment and
signal control.

In addition to the aforementioned approaches, several attempts have been made to investigate link traffic
dynamics for addressing specific issues existing in DTA. Through an elaborate overview on time-dependent
link travel time functions, Ran et al. [41] suggested two sets of link travel time functions including stochastic
and deterministic functions for DTA on signalized networks, where physical constraints on link flows are
introduced in their approach to deal with the vehicular spillback problem. Nevertheless, the variety of incident
characteristics, as well as the incident effect on inter-lane and intra-lane traffic flows, may lead to difficulty in
determining the upper bound in terms of the number of vehicles accommodated by the incident-impacted link
in their approach. Utilizing equilibrium link flow models, the issue of spatial effect of queue spillovers on route
choice is investigated in Ref. [5]. However, time-dependent traffic assignment with queue overflows remains as
an unsolved problem in this literature.

It is also noteworthy that some improved traffic assignment algorithms such as quasi-dynamic
and path-based traffic assignment models may save computational time; however, the distinctive
methodological attributes of the aforementioned approaches in responding to either the temporal or the
spatial traffic flow patterns on networks may lead these models to fail under lane-blocking incident conditions.
Those so-called quasi-DTA models (e.g., Refs. [42,43]) mainly rely on the change patterns of daily
origin–destination (O–D) traffic flows to formulate hourly period time-dependent traffic assignment
problems, and thus, may not be able to respond to short-term changes of link flow patterns caused by
incidents. In contrast with the temporal properties of quasi-DTA models, published path-based traffic
assignment models (e.g., Refs. [32,44]) may also fail to respond to lane-blocking incidents in the process of
traffic assignment because of their spatial limitations in characterizing the time-varying incident effect on link
travel cost. One typical issue that may exist in the published path-based DTA models is the determination of
the shortest paths on a given network in response to the effect of incident-induced traffic congestion on these
path traffic flows.

The main point of the above literature review is the importance of recognizing the linkage between DTA
and incident management for efficiently solving incident-induced traffic congestion problems in urban areas.
In this regard, previous studies appear inadequate in in-depth understanding of incident effects on network
traffic assignment, from either a microscopic or from a macroscopic point of view. Correspondingly, the
incident-induced link travel cost and its influence on network-wide drivers’ route choices are not incorporated
in the prior literature, and thus, form the main limitations of the published DTA technologies applying to
incident cases.

Accordingly, in this paper, a simulation-based approach is proposed to deal with network-wide in-vehicle
route choice problem under conditions of lane-blocking incidents on surface streets. The architecture of the
proposed approach is presented in Section 2 which includes the formulation of the proposed dynamic
prediction models of incident-induced link costs. Section 3 illustrates a numerical example to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Concluding remarks are then summarized in Section 4.
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2. Description of the model

The proposed approach is presently limited to solving the UE route choice problems under conditions of
lane-blocking incidents on surface streets. Let us consider a traffic network with multiple O–D, represented by
given sets of nodes and directed links. For simplification of model formulation, the following basic
assumptions are postulated:
(1)
 The time-dependent O–D demands and information on incident location are given.

(2)
 Only lane-blocking incidents on links are assumed.

(3)
 The incident effect on the pre-trip driver behavior, e.g., the departure time, is not taken into account.

(4)
 All drivers of the network are perfectly informed with road traffic conditions and follow information in

terms of the instantaneous shortest path provided by the proposed system.
Then, we propose an incident-responsive simulation-assignment framework, shown in Fig. 1, which consists of
four major mechanisms: (1) link flow loading, (2) link traffic moving, (3) link cost calculation, and (4)
searching for the shortest path. In the process of incident-responsive DTA, these four mechanisms are
sequentially executed in any given time interval.

Note that the aforementioned four-procedure routine is repeated in each time interval until all the given
time-varying O–D traffic flows run though the associated instantaneous shortest paths. Through the four
mechanisms executed in the proposed method, each link traveled by a given vehicle is traced until the given
vehicle arrives at the corresponding final destination. Then the aggregate path formed by these corresponding
traced links, referring to the simulation-based shortest path, is assigned to the corresponding given vehicle for
its routing in the traffic network. It should also be noted that here the instantaneous shortest path associated
with each vehicle is determined by the estimated path travel time which is aggregated by link travel times.
Therefore, no matter what degree a link is affected by an incident with, the corresponding link travel time will
be estimated using the proposed model, and then taken into account in the procedure of searching for the
instantaneous shortest path. Because any link travel time here is time-varying, the instantaneous shortest path
associated with each vehicle is updated each time when the given vehicle is approaching to an intersection
being reassigned to the next link. Accordingly, one typical example is that the more severe the incident-
induced traffic congestion is on the incident link at a given time step, the fewer vehicles from the preceding
links are assigned to the incident link at that moment, and vice versa.

The models embedded in these mechanisms are described below.
 

Input of time-
dependent O-D

flows

Link flow loading
Searching the
shortest path

link cost
calculation

Link traffic
moving

Fig. 1. Framework of incident-responsive simulation-assignment model.
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2.1. Link flow loading

This mechanism serves to assign vehicles approaching from each given node to the following links in a given
time interval k with the principle that each vehicle keeps moving on the instantaneous shortest path until
arriving at its destination. Herein, three sequential stages are involved, as shown in Fig. 2. Given a link traffic
flow moving to a given node m from the upstream node m� 1 in a given time interval k, the portion of the flow
present on the approach of the node m is decomposed into microscopic vehicles in Stage 1, where each vehicle
is associated with a unique code in sequence. Stage 2 then searches for all the potential paths from the given
node m to the destination for each approaching vehicle, and determines the associated instantaneous shortest
path by summing up the estimated instantaneous total travel time spent on the links and nodes in each given
path candidate. Simply, the node travel time is estimated according to the average delay induced by the signal
effect, and depends on the type of the signal control mode implemented at that intersection. By contrast, the
estimation of time-varying link travel time is quite a complex procedure in the study scope, and thus, is
detailed in the following subsections. According to the instantaneous shortest paths determined in Stage 2,
these approaching vehicles are then reloaded to the next links in Stage 3; and meanwhile, join the traffic flows
presented in the next links.

2.2. Link traffic moving

This mechanism uses macroscopic traffic flow models to simulate the network-wide link traffic movement,
considering two scenarios: traffic moving on incident-impacted links and on incident-free links. For simulating
incident-free link traffic flows, we readily employ the L–W model [45] that has been successfully applied to
capture macroscopic intra-lane traffic flow behavior in most incident-free traffic congestion cases. The L–W
model basically consists of a conservation equation, as shown in Eq. (1), describing the intra-lane dynamics of
the point density rðx; tÞ in relation to the point flow qðx; tÞ.

qqðx; tÞ

qx
þ

qrðx; tÞ
qt

¼ 0, (1)

where qðx; tÞ represents the instantaneous traffic flow observed at point ðx; tÞ in vehicles per unit time; and
rðx; tÞ refers to the instantaneous traffic density measured at point ðx; tÞ in vehicles per unit distance. Both
qðx; tÞ and rðx; tÞ are dynamic with respect to space (x) and time (t), and correspondingly, they are functions of
x and t in the L–W model. By contrast, unexpected bias may arise in characterizing incident-impacted traffic
flow behavior if the published traffic flow models are used directly, as we noted previously [3,46]. Therefore,
we propose a modified L–W model particularly for moving link traffic flows under incident conditions. The
details of the model are described below.

Given a lane blockage occurring in a given lane of a three-lane link, the intra-lane equilibrium condition
exhibited in Eq. (1) may no longer hold true due to the significant existence of lane-changing maneuvers,
including (1) mandatory lane changing, and (2) discretionary lane changing, in the presence of lane-blocking
incidents. Herein, mandatory lane changing is defined as the vehicular lane-changing behavior forced by such
unexpected events as lane-blocking incidents, and it may exist significantly in the blocked lane upstream to the
incident site. By contrast, the discretionary lane changing may significantly occur downstream to the incident
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site, particularly from adjacent lanes to the blocked lane. Such incident-induced traffic phenomena are
illustrated in Fig. 3 from a macroscopic point of view. Therefore, for each given lane i of the given incident-
impacted link l̄, we revise the L–W model as

qql̄
iðx; tÞ

qx
þ

qrl̄
iðx; tÞ

qt
¼
X
8j

sl̄
j;iðx; tÞ � sl̄

i; jðx; tÞ, (2)

where ql̄
iðx; tÞ and rl̄

iðx; tÞ are the dynamics of the flow and density associated with the given lane i of the

incident-impacted link l̄; sl̄
i; jðx; tÞ and sl̄

j;iðx; tÞ are the unit inter-lane flows from the given lane i to a given

adjacent lane j, and from the adjacent lane j to the given lane i, respectively. The mathematical forms of

sl̄
i; jðx; tÞ and sl̄

j;iðx; tÞ are expressed as

sl̄
i; jðx; tÞ ¼

rl̄
iðx; tÞ � pl̄

i; jðx; tÞ

dc
i; j

, (3)

sl̄
j;iðx; tÞ ¼

rl̄
jðx; tÞ � pl̄

j;iðx; tÞ

dc
j;i

, (4)

where pl̄
i; jðx; tÞ and pl̄

j;iðx; tÞ represent the dynamics of lane-changing probabilities from lane i to lane j, and

from lane j to lane i, respectively, occurring in the incident-impacted link l̄; dc
i; j and dc

j;i are the average values

of time spent in lane-changing maneuvers from lane i to lane j, and from lane j to lane i, respectively; similar to

rl̄
iðx; tÞ, r

l̄
jðx; tÞ represents the dynamics of the density associated with the given lane j of the incident-impacted

link l̄. Herein, the inter-lane dynamics, sl̄
i; jðx; tÞ and sl̄

j;iðx; tÞ, shown in Eq. (2) have not yet been determined

because both pl̄
i; jðx; tÞ and pl̄

j;iðx; tÞ are unknown, according to Eqs. (3) and (4). We therefore propose the

following logic rules for estimating these lane-changing dynamics under the conditions of mandatory and
discretionary lane-changing maneuvers.

In the proposed method, two major factors are considered in determining the lane-changing dynamics: (1)
the time-varying longitudinal spacing between the incident site to the targeted platoon approaching upstream
to the incident site, and (2) the relative traffic conditions in adjacent lanes. In the case of mandatory lane
changing, which generally occurs in the blocked lane upstream from the incident site, both the aforementioned
spacing and traffic factors are involved in estimating the mandatory lane-changing dynamics ðpl̄mc

i; j ðx; tÞÞ with
the following logic:

pl̄mc

i; j ðx; tÞ ¼ ~p
l̄sf

i; jðx; tÞ � ~p
l̄tf

i; jðx; tÞ, (5)

where ~p
l̄sf

i; jðx; tÞ and ~p
l̄tf

i; jðx; tÞ represent the dynamics of the possibilities with which the targeted platoon

conducts mandatory lane-changing maneuvers under the existing conditions of approaching-incident spacing

and adjacent-lane traffic in the incident-impacted link l̄, coded with l̄sf and l̄tf , respectively. Herein, ~p
l̄sf

i; jðx; tÞ is
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supposed to have the negative exponential relationship with the platoon-incident spacing ðxl̄sf
Þ; simply,

~p
l̄tf

i; jðx; tÞ is assumed to follow the multinomial logit-like lane choice behavior [47] by comparing the traffic

conditions among the adjacent lanes. Thus, we have ~p
l̄sf

i; jðx; tÞ and ~p
l̄tf

i; jðx; tÞ further expressed as

~p
l̄sf

i; jðx; tÞ ¼ e
�axl̄sf , (6)

~p
l̄tf

i; jðx; tÞ ¼
e�brjðx;tÞP
8ĵ2l̄e

�brĵ ðx;tÞ
, (7)

where ĵ represents any given lane in incident-impacted link l̄; a and b are two predetermined parameters.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7) with Eq. (5), we then have the following generalized form estimating the dynamics

of mandatory lane-changing probability ðpl̄mc

i; j ðx; tÞÞ from a given lane i to the adjacent lane j in a given incident-

impacted link l̄:

pl̄mc

i; j ðx; tÞ ¼ ðe
�ax

l̄sf Þ �
e�brjðx;tÞP
8ĵ2l̄e

�brĵ ðx;tÞ

" #
. (8)

By contrast, only the factor of the relative traffic conditions in adjacent lanes is taken into account in
estimating the discretionary lane-changing dynamics. Similarly, the hypothesis of the logit-like lane choice
behavior is postulated, and thus the dynamics of the discretionary lane-changing probability from a given lane

i to a given adjacent lane j in the given incident-impacted link l̄ (pl̄dc

i; jðx; tÞ) are given by

pl̄dc

i; jðx; tÞ ¼
e�brjðx;tÞP
8ĵ2l̄e

�brĵ ðx;tÞ
. (9)

Accordingly, the following traffic flow models are derived to facilitate simulating link traffic movement in a

given lane i of the given incident-impacted link l̄ with the relationships of lane-based speed–flow–density
(u�q�r for short) dynamics.

rl̄
iðx; tþ DtÞ ¼ rl̄

iðx; tÞ þ
Dt

Dx
ql̄

iðx� Dx; tþ DtÞ � ql̄
iðx; tþ DtÞ

"

þDx
X
8j

sl̄
j;iðx; tþ DtÞ � sl̄

i; jðx� Dx; tþ DtÞ

 !#
, ð10Þ

ul̄
iðx; tþ DtÞ ¼ uf 1�

rl̄
iðx� Dx; tÞ þ rl̄

iðx; tÞ

2rjam

 !" #m

, (11)

ql̄
iðx; tþ DtÞ ¼ rl̄

iðx; tþ DtÞ � ul̄
iðx; tþ DtÞ, (12)

where Dx represents the length of a unit segment on the incident-impacted link l̄; Dt is defined as the length of
an unit time interval; uf and rjam correspond to the predetermined free-flow speed and the maximum-jam

density, respectively; and m is a predetermined positive parameter.

2.3. Link cost calculation

In this mechanism, two types of link cost functions are involved, including incident-free and incident-
impacted cost functions. Herein, the link travel time functions suggested in Ref. [41] are employed to calculate
the incident-free link cost. By contrast, some modifications of the existing link cost functions are conducted for
incident cases in consideration of the intra-lane and inter-lane traffic phenomena in the presence of incidents.
The details of these models are described below.
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According to the models of Ran et al. [41], the incident-free link travel time contains two major parts: (1)
cruising time in the main segment of a link, and (2) queuing delay at the approach of the given link, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Accordingly, the time-varying incident-free link travel time of a given incident-free link l

ðplðtÞÞ in a given time interval t is given by

plðtÞ ¼ pl
sub�1ðtÞ þ pl

sub�2ðtÞ, (13)

where pl
sub�1ðtÞ and pl

sub�2ðtÞ represent the time-varying cruising time in the sub-area 1 (sub-1 for short) and (2)
the average queuing delay in the sub-area 2 (sub-2 for short) of the given incident-free link l estimated in a
given time interval t, respectively, and they are derived below.

Herein, pl
sub�1ðtÞ, which corresponds to the instantaneous average time spent by any given vehicle of sub-area

1 in running through the distance of sub-area 1 of the given incident-free link l, is estimated as follows. Given
the number of vehicles queuing in sub-area 2 at the beginning of a given time interval t ðNl

sub�2ðtÞÞ, the number
of vehicles present in sub-area 2 at the end of the time interval t can be expressed as
Nl

sub�2ðtÞ þ ½a
l
sub�2ðtÞ � bl

sub�2ðtÞ� � Dt, where al
sub�2ðtÞ and bl

sub�2ðtÞ represent the instantaneous arrival and
departure rates of sub-area 2 of the given incident-free link l estimated in the given time interval t, respectively.
By taking the average number of vehicles present in sub-area 2, divided by rjam as the instantaneous length of
sub-area 2 together with the aforementioned definition of pl

sub�1ðtÞ, we then have

pl
sub�1ðtÞ ¼ 3600�

Ll � fN
l
sub�2ðtÞ þ

1
2
½al

sub�2ðtÞ � bl
sub�2ðtÞ� � Dtg=rjam

ūl
sub�1ðtÞ

, (14)

where Ll represents the spatial length of the given incident-free link l; ūl
sub�1ðtÞ is the instantaneous average

speed observed in sub-area 1 of the given incident-free link l in the given time interval t.
Next, we take account of two types of delays in estimating pl

sub�2ðtÞ, including: (1) the stopping delay ðd
l
stopðtÞÞ

and (2) the departure delay ðdl
dpðtÞÞ. The stopping delay ðdl

stopðtÞÞ is primarily caused by the signal effect at the
downstream intersection of the given incident-free link l in a given time interval t. Simply using Webster’s
delay equation, we estimate dl

stopðtÞ by

dl
stopðtÞ ¼

0:5� cl
dnðtÞ � ½1� gcl

dn
ðtÞ=cl

dnðtÞ�
2

1� ycl
dn
ðtÞ � gcl

dn
ðtÞ=cl

dnðtÞ
, (15)

where cl
dnðtÞ represents the cycle length of the intersection downstream (subscript dn for short) from the given

incident-free link l observed in the given time interval t; gcl
dn
ðtÞ represents the effective green time associated

with cl
dnðtÞ observed in the given time interval t; ycl

dn
ðtÞ represents the degree of saturation associated with cl

dnðtÞ

in the incident-free link l observed in the given time interval t. The departure delay ðdl
dpðtÞÞ is herein defined as

the instantaneous average time spent in releasing the vehicles present in sub-area 2 of the given incident-free
link l estimated in the given time interval t. Accordingly, dl

dpðtÞ is given by

dl
dpðtÞ ¼ 3600�

½al
sub�2ðtÞ � bl

sub�2ðtÞ� � Dt=2þNl
sub�2ðtÞ

~ml
sub�2ðtÞ

, (16)
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where ~ml
sub�2ðtÞ is the instantaneous saturation flow rate observed in sub-area 2 of the given incident-free link l

in the given time interval t. Thus, utilizing Eqs. (15) and (16), pl
sub�2ðtÞ is estimated by

pl
sub�2ðtÞ ¼ dl

stopðtÞ þ dl
dpðtÞ

¼
0:5� cl

dnðtÞ � ½1� gcl
dn
ðtÞ=cl

dnðtÞ�
2

1� ycl
dn
ðtÞ � gcl

dn
ðtÞ=cl

dnðtÞ
þ 3600�

f½al
sub�2ðtÞ � bl

sub�2ðtÞ� � Dt=2þNl
sub�2ðtÞg

~ml
sub�2ðtÞ

. ð17Þ

In contrast with the aforementioned incident-free cases, the measure of dividing a link into two sub-areas
remains in incident cases for link cost calculation, except for the boundaries of the two sub-areas. As we
previously noted [3,4], two subsystems, namely subsystem 1 and subsystem 2, can be specified in a given
incident-impacted link in consideration of the effects resulting from two different types of lane-changing
maneuvers. As can be seen in Fig. 5, subsystem 1 geographically represents the area upstream from the
incident site, aiming at the incident-induced mandatory lane changing from blocked lanes to adjacent lanes. In
contrast, subsystem 2 situated downstream to the incident site is specified for the effect of discretionary lane
changing from adjacent lanes to blocked lanes in that sub-area.

Based on the system specified above, the time-varying incident-impacted link cost function which is
modified from the aforementioned incident-free link cost function is proposed as follows:

pl̄ðtÞ ¼ pl̄
sub�1ðtÞ þ pl̄

sub�2ðtÞ, (18)

where pl̄
sub�1ðtÞ and pl̄

sub�2ðtÞ correspond to the average time spent, respectively, in subsystems 1 and 2 (sub-1
and sub-2 for short) of the incident-impacted link l̄ estimated in a given time interval t.

Considering various types of delays caused by the intra-lane and inter-lane effects such as queuing and lane
changing potentially present in subsystems 1 and 2, pl̄

sub�1ðtÞ and pl̄
sub�2ðtÞ are herein decomposed as

pl̄
sub�1ðtÞ ¼ tl̄

sub�1ðtÞ þ dl̄
sub�1;queðtÞ þ dl̄

sub�1;laneðtÞ, (19)

pl̄
sub�2ðtÞ ¼ tl̄

sub�2ðtÞ þ dl̄
sub�2;laneðtÞ þ dl̄

sub�2;stopðtÞ þ dl̄
sub�2;dpðtÞ. (20)

As depicted in Eq. (19), the average time spent in subsystem 1 pl̄
sub�1ðtÞ includes three components: (1) the time-

varying cruising time ðtl̄
sub�1ðtÞÞ, (2) the instantaneous average queuing delay ðdl̄

sub�1;queðtÞÞ, and (3) the

instantaneous average lane-changing time ðdl̄
sub�1;laneðtÞÞ, where all the aforementioned items are estimated in

subsystem 1 of the incident-impacted link l̄ in the given time interval t. Similarly, in Eq. (2), the average time

spent in subsystem 2 pl̄
sub�2ðtÞ is mainly composed of four items: (1) the time-varying cruising time ðtl̄

sub�2ðtÞÞ, (2)

the instantaneous average discretionary lane-changing time ðdl̄
sub�2;laneðtÞÞ, (3) the instantaneous average

stopping delay caused by the signal control effect ðdl̄
sub�2;stopðtÞÞ, and (4) the instantaneous average departure

delay ðdl̄
sub�2;dpðtÞÞ referring to the instantaneous average time spent in releasing the vehicles stopped at the

downstream intersection of the incident-impacted link l̄, where all the aforementioned items are estimated in

subsystem 2 of the incident-impacted link l̄ in the given time interval t. Herein, the aforementioned items of
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pl̄
sub�1ðtÞ and pl̄

sub�2ðtÞ are given by

pl̄
sub�1ðtÞ ¼ 3600�

Ll̄
sub�1 � fN

l̄
sub�1ðtÞ þ

1
2
½al̄

sub�1ðtÞ � bl̄
sub�1ðtÞ�Dtg=rjam

ūl̄
sub�1ðtÞ

, (21)

dl̄
sub�1;queðtÞ ¼ 3600�

Nl̄
sub�1ðtÞ þ

1
2
½al̄

sub�1ðtÞ � bl̄
sub�1ðtÞ� � Dt

~ml̄
sub�1ðtÞ

, (22)

dl̄
sub�1;laneðtÞ ¼

fNl̄
sub�1ðtÞ � ave½pl̄mc

i;j ðx; tÞ� � t̄mcg þ fN
l̄
sub�1ðtÞ � ave½pl̄dc

i;j ðx; tÞ� � t̄dcg

Nl̄
sub�1ðtÞ

¼ ave½pl̄mc

i;j ðx; tÞ� � t̄mc þ ave½pl̄dc

i;j ðx; tÞ� � t̄dc, ð23Þ

pl̄
sub�2ðtÞ ¼ 3600�

Ll̄
sub�2 � fN

l̄
sub�2ðtÞ þ

1
2
½al̄

sub�2ðtÞ � bl̄
sub�2ðtÞ� � Dtg=rjam

ūl̄
sub�2ðtÞ

, (24)

dl̄
sub�2;laneðtÞ ¼

Nl̄
sub�2ðtÞ � ave½pl̄dc

i;j ðx; tÞ� � t̄dc

Nl̄
sub�2ðtÞ

¼ ave½pl̄dc

i;j ðx; tÞ� � t̄dc, (25)

dl̄
sub�2;stopðtÞ ¼

0:5� cl̄
dnðtÞ � ½1� g

cl̄
dn

ðtÞ=cl̄
dnðtÞ�

2

1� y
cl̄

dn

ðtÞ � g
cl̄

dn

ðtÞ=cl̄
dnðtÞ

, (26)

dl̄
sub�2;dpðtÞ ¼ 3600�

½al̄
sub�2ðtÞ � bl̄

sub�2ðtÞ� � Dt=2þNl̄
sub�2ðtÞ

~ml̄
sub�2ðtÞ

, (27)

where Ll̄
sub�1 and Ll̄

sub�2 denote the spatial lengths of subsystems 1 and 2 of the given incident-impacted link l̄,

respectively; Nl̄
sub�1ðtÞ and Nl̄

sub�2ðtÞ represent the numbers of vehicles present in subsystems 1 and 2 in a given

time interval t, respectively; ave½pl̄dc

i;j ðx; tÞ� and ave½pl̄mc

i;j ðx; tÞ� represent the instantaneous averaged values of the

corresponding discretionary and mandatory lane-changing probabilities (i.e., pl̄dc

i;j ðx; tÞ and pl̄mc

i;j ðx; tÞ) in a given

time interval t; al̄
sub�1ðtÞ and bl̄

sub�1ðtÞ are the arrival and departure rates of subsystem 1 measured in a given time

interval t; similarly, al̄
sub�2ðtÞ and bl̄

sub�2ðtÞ are the measured arrival and departure rates of subsystem 2 in a given

time interval t; ūl̄
sub�1ðtÞ and ūl̄

sub�2ðtÞ represent the instantaneous average speeds observed in subsystems 1 and 2

of the given incident-impacted link l̄ in the given time interval t; ~ml̄
sub�1ðtÞ and ~ml̄

sub�2ðtÞ represent the

instantaneous saturation flow rates observed in subsystems 1 and 2 of the given incident-impacted link l̄ in the
given time interval t, respectively; t̄mc and t̄dc represent the average time needed, respectively, for conducting
the mandatory and discretionary lane-changing maneuvers, both of which are assumed to be time-invariant

for model simplification. In addition, the definitions of the signal control parameters including cl̄
dnðtÞ, g

cl̄
dn

ðtÞ

and y
cl̄

dn

ðtÞ remain the same as those defined for incident-free cases, given that they are associated with the

downstream intersection of the given incident-impacted link l̄.

2.4. Searching the shortest path

This mechanism aims to find the instantaneous shortest paths for reloading vehicles approaching from each
given node to the following links of the simulation-assignment network in the next time interval k þ 1. Herein,
the well-known label-correcting algorithm, together with the time-varying link costs estimated in the previous
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mechanism, is employed to determine the instantaneous shortest-path trees from each given origin to all the
destinations in the specified simulation-assignment network. Correspondingly, the primary procedures
executed in the conventional label-correcting approach almost remains in this mechanism except the
determination of the link-cost component of a label associated with each node. Utilizing classical label-
correcting approaches, the link-cost component of a label is set to be constant, and predetermined according
to the static node-to-node distance. By contrast, the proposed algorithm updates the link-cost components of
labels in each time interval using the time-varying link costs estimated in the previous mechanism in response
to the dynamics of link traffic flows as well as the incident-induced traffic congestion in the process of DTA.
The major computational steps performed in this mechanism are summarized as follows.

Step 1: Update the link travel time associated with each link of the simulation-assignment network using the
time-varying link costs estimated in the given time interval k in the previous mechanism.

Step 2: Given one origin ~O labeled with (0, ~O), specify a temporary label ðp ~O;mðkÞ;
~OÞ associated with

each downstream node m that is directly connected to ~O, where the first component of the label p ~O;mðkÞ

denotes the time-varying path travel time from the given origin ~O to the given downstream node m in
a given time interval k.

Step 3: Of all nodes with temporary labels, choose one whose time-varying path travel time exhibited in the
associated label is minimal, and declare that node to be permanently labeled. Note that at any point in this
step any ties may be arbitrarily broken. As soon as all nodes are coded with permanent labels, go to Step 5.
Otherwise, go to the next step (i.e., Step 4).

Step 4: Let m� denote the last node whose label has been declared permanent, and consider all the
downstream nodes that are directly connected to m�. For each such node n, compute the sum of its time-
varying link travel time to m� plus the first component exhibited in the label of m�. If the given downstream
node n is unlabeled, assign a temporary label consisting of the summed path travel time as the first component,
and m� as the second component of the temporary label associated with the given downstream node n. If the
given downstream node n already has a temporary label, and the newly calculated path travel time is less than
the first component of the temporary label, update the first component of the temporary label with the newly
calculated path travel time. Then go back to Step 3.

Step 5. If all origins of the network have been considered, terminate the shortest-path searching procedure
in the given time interval k. Otherwise, go back to Step 2 to continue the searching procedure.

Note that the permanent labels indicate the shortest path from one given origin to each node in the
simulation-assignment network, and also indicate the preceding node on the shortest path to each node. Using
this mechanism, an instantaneous turning-moving decision can be made for each vehicle approaching a given
node in the given time interval k for the routine of link flow loading executed in the next time interval k þ 1.

3. Numerical examples

This numerical study investigates the potential advantages of the proposed simulation-based DTA method
with respect to responding in real time to diverse blocking cases on surface streets, compared with previous
simulation-based DTA algorithms. The proposed algorithm was coded in Turbo C. Employing specific
criteria, the proposed method was compared with the Paramics microscopic traffic simulator, which embeds
several elaborate traffic assignment models including stochastic assignment and dynamic feedback assignment
as well as combining assignment techniques, to evaluate the DTA performance under various lane-blocking
incident conditions. Both the proposed algorithm and Paramics were run on a personal computer at 233MHz.
Descriptions of calibrating and testing the Paramics simulator can also be found elsewhere [48]. The details in
relation to the traffic assignment functions built in Paramics can also be found elsewhere [49], and thus are
omitted in this section.

A simple grid-shaped traffic network comprising nine intersections was simulated. Fig. 6 illustrates the
scheme of the study network, where each node represents an intersection coded with a specific integer value for
its identification, and controlled with predetermined two-phase fixed timing schemes. The primary parameters
set for simulation are summarized in Table 1.

Given the aforementioned simulation parameters, a total of nine lane-blocking incident scenarios associated
with diverse incident-related attributes, including traffic flow conditions, incident duration and location were
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Fig. 6. The simulated network.

Table 1

The primary parameters preset for simulation

1. Geometric characteristics

(1) Link attributes

(a) Number of links 24

(b) Length of link (m) 300

(c) Number of lanes on each link 3

(d) Lane width (m) 4

(2) Node attributes

Number of nodes 9

2. Signal control characteristics

(1) Cycle length for each intersection (s) 150

(2) Number of phases 2

(3) Green/red interval for phase 1 (s) 80/70

(4) Green/red interval for phase 2 (s) 70/80

3. Operational characteristics of simulation

(1) Simulation duration (s) 3600

(2) Update frequency (time/s) 1
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simulated in the network. Table 2 presents the specific simulation characteristics of the nine test scenarios,
classified briefly into the aforementioned three types of incident characteristics. Here, the traffic arrivals
entering the network are assumed to follow Poisson processes, and generated using different mean values in
different test scenarios. The total hourly O–D flow shown in Table 2 refers to the network-wide traffic flow
generated for testing in a given 1-h simulation case.

To demonstrate the relative advantages of the proposed method with respect to the improvements in
network-wide traffic assignment performance under diverse incident conditions in comparison with Paramics,
three evaluation measures are utilized: (1) network-wide average path travel time (AI), (2) average density-
based incident-impact index (DI), and (3) average volume-based incident-impact index (VI). Herein, DI and
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Table 2

Simulation characteristics of test scenarios

Characteristics Test scenario (coded with S-‘‘i’’ for short)

Traffic flow condition Incident duration Incident location (relative to the network)

S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 S-5 S-6 S-7 S-8 S-9

(high) (medium) (low) (long) (medium) (short) (start) (central) (end)

Total hourly O–D flow (veh/h) 7500 5000 2500 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000

Incident-located link (node–node) 3–4 3–4 3–4 3–4 3–4 3–4 0–3 3–4 7–8

Incident duration (min) 10 10 10 30 10 3 10 10 10
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VI are two measures proposed particularly for assessing the improvements in terms of incident impact, and
they are denoted as

DI ¼

PT
l̄

t¼1DIðtÞ

Tl̄

, (28)

VI ¼

PT
l̄

t¼1VIðtÞ

Tl̄

, (29)

where DI(t) and VI(t) represent the time-varying density-based and volume-based incident-impacts which were
proposed in our previous research [46] for assessing the severity of incident impact in the spatial domain, and
are herein given by

DIðtÞ ¼
Nl̄

sub�1ðtÞ

Ll̄
sub�1

, (30)

VIðtÞ ¼
Nl̄

sub�1ðtÞ

Nl̄
sub�1ðtÞ þNl̄

sub�2ðtÞ
. (31)

The numerical results of comparisons are summarized in Tables 3–5, classified by the attributes of traffic
flow conditions, incident location, and incident duration, respectively. Several findings observed in the
numerical study are provided as follows for further discussion.

From Table 3, it can be seen that the in-vehicle RG proposed method appears to perform relatively better
under low-volume traffic conditions than under high-volume conditions, for minimizing either the network-
wide path travel time or the incident impact on link traffic flows. This implies that the problem of incident-
induced traffic congestion under high-volume traffic conditions remains to be solved in both the fields of DTA
and incident management. Accordingly, integration with other related traffic control strategies, e.g., advanced
incident-responsive signal control technologies, may warrant further investigation to address this issue.

With regard to the effect of incident duration on system performance, it can be induced from the results of
Table 4 that the proposed method does not seem to be affected by this effect. Such a generalization is
consistent with our prior speculation that an appropriate incident-responsive route choice algorithm must
perform stably regardless of incident duration. As can be seen in Table 4, the proposed method appears to
have the quick response capability for short-term incident events, e.g. 3min lane-blocking incidents in the test
scenario under which the incident impact seems to be reduced to a greater extent in comparison with the other
incident-duration cases, regardless of the corresponding higher average path travel time (AI).

In contrast with the effect of incident duration, the numerical results presented in Table 4 explore the effect
of incident location on DTA performance. Here, it is observed that the incident-location effect is not
significant for the proposed DTA method. However, by comparison, the performance of Paramics appears to
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Table 4

Comparison results (by incident duration)

Evaluation measure Test scenario (incident-duration)

S-4 S-5 S-6

(long) (medium) (short)

AI

Paramics (s) 187.32 184.82 184.29

IR-RG (s) 163.34 162.44 164.35

Relative improvement (%) 12.80 12.11 10.82

DI

Paramics 0.043 0.042 0.036

IR-RG 0.009 0.009 0.006

Relative improvement (%) 79.07 78.57 83.33

VI

Paramics 0.639 0.666 0.615

IR-RG 0.328 0.349 0.222

Relative improvement (%) 48.67 47.60 63.90

Table 3

Comparison results (by traffic flow conditions)

Evaluation measure Test scenario

S-1 S-2 S-3

(High-volume) (Medium-volume) (Low-volume)

AI

Paramics (s) 187.99 184.82 180.79

IR-RG (s) 180.01 162.44 153.24

Relative improvement (%) 4.24 12.11 15.24

DI

Paramics 0.075 0.042 0.025

IR-RG 0.018 0.009 0.004

Relative improvement (%) 76.00 78.57 84.00

VI

Paramics 0.614 0.666 0.775

IR-RG 0.444 0.349 0.198

Relative improvement (%) 27.69 47.60 74.45
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be affected by this effect, particularly under the condition of incidents located near the destinations of the
network, as can be observed in the scenario of S-9 in Table 5.

Overall, the comparison results summarized above indicate the relative advantages of the proposed
method with respect to improvement in the DTA performance under various lane-blocking incident
conditions in comparison with the Paramics simulator, e.g., the reductions in network-wide path travel
time by 11.4%, and by 66.7% with respect to incident impact alleviation. Such a generalization is not
surprising because the proposed method dynamically accommodates the time-varying estimates of
incident-induced link costs in the DTA procedure in response to the incident impact either spatially or
temporally on network-wide traffic movements. In contrast, most existing algorithms, including these
advanced traffic assignment models embedded in Paramics, may not involve such specific traffic assignment
logic and link cost functions for incident cases, and thus may lead to inferior solutions, as displayed in the
numerical results.
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Table 6

Comparison results for illustration of incident-induced lane-changing effects on traffic assignment

Evaluation measure Link traffic flow condition

High-volume Medium-volume Low-volume

AI (s)

The proposed model 93.2 75.6 53.7

Basic LWR model 96.7 82.4 69.2

Relative improvement (%) 3.76 8.99 28.9

Table 5

Comparison results (by incident location)

Evaluation measure Test scenario (incident-location relative to the network)

S-7 S-8 S-9

(start) (central) (end)

AI

Paramics (s) 183.97 184.82 187.17

IR-RG (s) 164.17 162.44 163.88

Relative improvement (%) 10.76 12.11 12.44

DI

Paramics 0.043 0.042 0.064

IR-RG 0.006 0.009 0.014

Relative improvement (%) 86.05 78.57 78.13

VI

Paramics 0.639 0.666 0.900

IR-RG 0.261 0.349 0.342

Relative improvement (%) 59.15 47.60 62.00
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In addition, to further illustrate the importance of involving incident-induced lane-changing models in
decision-making of traffic assignment, we have added a simplified numerical example with testing our
proposed method embedding two different link flow models, referring, respectively, to the proposed modified
LWR model with the consideration of lane-changing formulas, and the basic LWR model. In this test
scenario, a simple network consisting of two nodes connecting with two identical 3-lane links was built. Then a
total of 30 10min lane-blocking incidents were simulated on one of the given two links with three preset traffic
flow conditions, e.g., low-volume, medium-volume, and high-volume cases. Here, the average path travel time
(AI) remains used as the assessment measure. The numerical results are summarized in Table 6.

According to the corresponding test results shown in Table 6, the improvement of the proposed hybrid link
flow model in terms of average path travel time seems to be relatively significant in both low-volume and
medium incident cases, compared to the high-volume case. In reality, such numerical results are consistent
with the generalizations obtained from Table 3, which have implied the relatively high performance of the
proposed method under low-volume incident conditions. However, compared to the LWR model, which does
not consider incident-induced lane-changing maneuvers on the incident link, the proposed incident-induced
link flow model may still exhibit its relatively high feasibility for responding to incident impacts on link traffic
flows in the DTA decision-making process. According to our observations from the tests, the corresponding
relative advantage of the proposed model results from its capability of approximating time-varying incident-
impacted link travel time, and dynamically responding to the corresponding incident impact on link traffic
flows. For instance, under the low-volume incident condition, the proposed link flow model tends to divert less
vehicles to the incident-free lane than the basic LWR model did because the corresponding incident impact in
the low-volume incident case is less than that of the high-volume incident case. In contrast, under high-volume
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incident condition, the corresponding performance of the proposed model turns out to be relatively limited
because both the incident-free and incident-impacted links have almost reached to their link capacities in the
traffic assignment process.

4. Concluding remarks

This paper has presented a simulation-based approach to address the issue of DTA in the presence of lane-
blocking incidents on surface streets. The proposed in-vehicle RG method primarily involves four mechanisms
that are sequentially executed to deal with network-wide link traffic flows moving in both incident-free and
incident-impacted links, ensuring that each vehicle keeps moving on the associated time-varying instantaneous
shortest path before arriving at its destination. To account for the incident effect on link travel time in the
traffic assignment procedure, specific incident-impacted link cost functions that characterize incident-induced
inter-lane and intra-lane traffic phenomena are formulated.

The proposed algorithm is tested with nine different simulated lane-blocking incident scenarios, and the
performance is compared with the Paramics microscopic traffic simulator. Overall, the numerical results
indicate the superiority of the proposed method, which reduces both the network-wide path travel time by
11.4% and the incident impact on link traffic flows by 66.7% in the process of DTA under various lane-
blocking incident conditions, as compared with Paramics.

Despite these potential advantages mentioned above, further tests and modifications may be needed to
verify the robustness of the proposed incident-responsive in-vehicle RG method, and its applicability to
diverse incident cases on surface streets, such as queue overflows and gridlocks. Modeling testing with large-
scale traffic assignment networks is particularly needed to investigate the computational performance of the
proposed method for real-time applications. Coordination with advanced signal control technologies
responding in real time to diverse incident impacts on network-wide traffic congestion also warrants further
research.

In addition, such relative competitiveness of the proposed method mentioned above may suggest the
potential of applying the proposed model in guiding vehicles moving smoothly from certain origins to
destinations in a given network in real time for the case of surface street incidents. Thus, the incident effects on
road traffic congestion could be alleviated to a great extent using advanced ITS technologies such as RG
systems, coupled with appropriate incident-responsive traffic control and management strategies. More
importantly, it is expected that this study provides a linkage between the areas of DTA and incident
management, and also may stimulate more research in related fields.
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